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“Seldom, very seldom does complete truth belong to any 
human disclosure; seldom can it happen that something 

is not a little disguised, or a little mistaken.”
-Jane Austen: Emma
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Sense and Sensibility



Sense and Sensibility
Austen’s first novel, published in 1811 ℘	

The novel tells the story of the ℘	

Dashwood sisters, Elinor and Marianne 

Mr. Dashwood dies and his family ℘	

must move to a new home 

The Dashwood sisters find themselves ℘	

in a horrible situation that leads them 
to experience romance and heartbreak 

In the end, Elinor and Marianne are two ℘	

very different people who grow and 
learn together as they gain experience 
in life and love.
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Pride and Prejudice



Pride and Prejudice
Published in 1813, Pride and Prejudice ℘	

is undoubtedly Austen’s most famous 
novel. 

The novel is about Mr. and Mrs. ℘	

Bennett and their five unmarried 
daughters, whom Mrs. Bennett is 
determined to marry off. 

The Bennett’s do not ahve a lot of ℘	

money, therefore when two wealthy 
young men, Mr. Bingley and his friend 
Mr. Darcy come to town, Mrs. Bennett 
is very excited. 

The story is very long, and after many ℘	

complications Jane Bennett marries Mr. 
Bingley and Elizabeth Bennett marries 
Mr. Darcy.
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Mansfield Park



Austen’s most controversial and least ℘	

popular novel. 

Fanny Price is raised by her aunt and ℘	

unlce, the Bertrams. She is always 
treated inferior to their children, 
Edmund, Tom, Maria and Julia. 

Edmund is the only Bertram that is ℘	

kind to Fanny, whom throughout the 
years falls in love with Edmund. 

Siblings, Harry and Mary Crawford ℘	

enter the story. Mary and Edmund 
begin a courtship. 

In the end, Fanny refuses a proposal ℘	

from Harry and Edmund realizes that 
he loves Fanny and not Mry Crawford.

Mansfield Park
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Emma



Emma Woodhouse is a young woman ℘	

who lives with her kind, hypochondriac 
father. 

After marrying off her old governess, ℘	

Emma realizes that she enjoys 
matchmaking. 

Soon, Emma is trying to match her new ℘	

friend Harriet Smith. However, her 
matches do not work in the end. 

Eventually, due to his kindness, Harriet ℘	

thinks that she loves Mr. Knightley, 
Emma’s long-time neighbor. 

Upon hearing this news Emma finds ℘	

herself upset, and finally realizes that 
she loves Mr. Knightley. Emma and Mr. 
Knightley marry in the end.

Emma
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Northanger Abbey



The story follows Catherine Morland ℘	

and family friends, Mr. and Mrs. Allen 
as they visit Bath, England. 

In Bath Catherine befriends Isabella ℘	

Thorpe, whose brother John and Henry 
Tilney, begin to pursue Catherine. 

General Tilney, Henry’s father, invites ℘	

Catherine to visit them at their home, 
Northanger Abbey. 

General Tilney at first does not approve ℘	

of Catherine when he finds out she is 
not an heiress.  

However, in the end Henry proclaims ℘	

his love to Catherine, and they marry.

Northanger Abbey
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Persuasion



Austen’s last completed novel. ℘	

Persuasion is the story of young lovers, ℘	

Anne Elliot and Frederick Wentworth. 

However, there engagement does not ℘	

last because Frederick is poor and 
Anne’s family does not approve. 

Eight years later Anne is still not ℘	

married, when Frederick comes back 
into her life. 

Frederick is bitter with Anne at ℘	

first, but in the end they renew their 
engagement and fall in love once again.

Persuasion



All information in this slideshow was only referenced for publishing dates and the correct spelling of names, from 
wikipedia.com. Everything else is from the memory of the designer since she has read all of the books.


